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(54) Diversity communication system

(57) In ri communication system, a base station (1)

transmits to a rTx>bile station (5) in different channels.

Ono rhr^nnoi is relayed to the mobile station (5) by a first

satcl lie ( 3 1 and the other is relayed by a second satellite

(4) The nr>Dbiie unit (5) compares the qualities of the

signals rclnycd by the satellites (3, 4) and transmits back

to the base station (1 )
using the satellite (3, 4) providing

the best quality signals. The use of satellite links is not

essential.

The system has the advantages of diversity com-

munication without increasing power demand at the mo-
bile station.
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Description

The present inventbn relates to a methcxJ of diver-

sity communication comprising contemporaneously

transmitting signals, including at least a first user-gen-

erated information signal, from a first station in a plurality

of forward channels, and transmitting a second user-

generated Information signal from a second station to

the first station in a channel selected from a plurality of

return channels on the basis of the quality of signals re-

ceived in said plurality of fonvard channels. The present

invention also relates to a base station comprising first

receiving means for receiving a first user-generated in-

formation signal from a usertenminal, transmittermeans
for contemporaneously transmitting a plurality of sig-

nals, including the first user-generated information sig-

nal, in a plurality of channels, and second receiving

means
In communication systems, particularly those

where one station is mobile, the quality of signals re-

ceived from a channel can vary from time to time, some-
times dropping to the point where a signal becomes un-

usable due to noise or even disappears. A known solu-

tion to this problem is to transmit the same information

over two or more channels. The likelihood of the signals

in all of the channels being unusable at the same time

is much lower than the likelihood of one channel being

unusable. The likelihood is further reduced if the physi-

cal properties, e.g. carrier frequencies or paths, of the

channels differ significantly.

In is known for a base station and a mobile system
to transmit in two or more manners. Since substantially

the same power must be radiated for each manner of

transmission in such a system as would be radiated for

the single manner used in a simple system, the power
requirements of the stations are increased when diver-

sity is employed. With modem low-power signal

processing circuitry, the extra power required by the sta-

tion's rf power amplifier can almost double the power
consumption of a station as a whole even when using

only two-fold diversity. This problem is particularly acute

in the case of battery-powered equipment such as hand-
held mobile telephones.

Examples of communication using diversity as dis-

closed in GB-A-1 088261 and GB-A-990139.

It is an aim of the present inventbn to overcome this

problem.

A method according to the present invention is char-

acterised in that the fonvard channels are respectively

associated with different free-space paths, and the re-

turn channels are respectively associated with the free-

space paths and are monitored contemporaneously at

the first station for the second user-generated informa-

tion signal. The second station transmits on fewer chan-

nels than the first station. In the case where the second
station transmits on only one channel, the benefits of

diversity can be substantially achieved without the pen-

alty of increased power consumption at the second sta-

tion. It is also to be noted that the present invention

makes use of different free-space signal paths. This is

particularly advantageous where one or both of the sta-

tions are moving.

5 In the present application, "channel" means an
agency of communication having a discrete set of phys-

ical characteristics. Examples of such characteristics

are carrier frequency polarization, timing, medium, ge-

ographical route of a signal path. In a simple case, a
10 channel may consist of a band of frequencies in the ra-

dio spectrum. However, two channels may occupy the

same band of frequencies but occupy discrete time

slots. A channel may also make use of a plurality of

bands of frequencies at the same time, at different times
f5 or in different locations, e.g. the input and output carrier

frequencies of a repeater. In a bidirectional channel, the

channel may be substantially the same in both direc-

tions. However, sub-channels used for the two direc-

tions could be very different, for example one may use
a low frequency carrier and the other may use a very

high frequency carrier.

In the present application, "user-generated infonma-

tion signals" means signals conveying infomnation

which a user, e.g. a telephone subscriber, wishes to

transmit as distinct from signals concerned with the

management of a communications system.

User-generated information signals comprises
speech signals, facsimile signals, e-mail signals, data

file signals, video signals but are not limited thereto.

The signals transmitted by the first station may be
routed via respective repeaters. Preferably, the repeat-

ers are carried by respective satellites. More preferably,

the satellites orbit in non-geostationary orbits.

Preferably, a plurality of communications channels

are employed and each communications channel com-
prises a first sub-channei, providing a forward channel,

and a second sub-channel following a substantially re-

ciprocal physical path, providing a corresponding return

channel. More preferably, such a method comprises
transmitting the same user-generated information sig-

nal in the first sub-channel of each communications
channel, determining at the second station which first

sub-channel provides the best quality link from the first

station and transmitting the second user-generated in-

formation signal from the second station to the first sta-

tion using the second sub-channel corresponding to the

first sub-channel determined to provide the best link

from the first station.

Preferably, each sub-channel comprises a slot with-

in each frame of a TDMA communications system. The
channels or sub-channels may also be frequency mul-

tiplexed.

Preferably, during one frame period, the second sta-

tion monitors two of said first sub-channels, determines

which sub-channel provides the best link from the first

station and then transmits a user-generated informatbn

signal in the time slot of the second sub-channel, corre-

sponding to the first sub-channel which has been deter-
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mined to provide the best link fronn the first station.

In an alternative embodlrDent. the first station trans-

nnits reference signals, e.g. pulses, in dedicated chan-

nels. The dedicated channels are similar enough to

channels used for user-generated information that the s

second station can use the relative qualities of the pulse

signals to select an appropriate channel on which to

transmit user-generated information. The first station

would respond by making its next transmission in the

channel in which it receives user-generated information io

from the second station.

A base station according to the present invention is

characterised in that the transmitter means is configured

for transmitting said plurality of signals via respective

free-space paths, the second receiving means is con-

figured for contemporaneously receiving signals in a

plurality of channels via respective ones of said free

space paths, and means is provided for outputting a re-

turn user-generated infonnation signal, derived from

signals received by the second receiving means, to said 20

user terminal.

Preferably, the transmitting and second receiving

means are adapted for TDMA communication.

Preferably, the base station transmits the same us-

er-generated information in each of said plurality of 2$

channels.

The base station may combine the signals received

from said plurality of sub-channels to produce the output

return user-generated information signal. Preferably,

however, the base station selects one of said channels 30

on the basis of the presence or absence of an informa-

tion signal. This may be performed on the basis of bit

error rate values or signal-to-noise ratios.

Preferably, a such a base station is incorporated

with a transceiver into a communications system. The 35

transceiver will comprise receiver means for receiving

signals in a plurality of channels, means for analysing

received signals to generate respective received signal

quality signals, transmitter means, and control proces-

sor means for controlling the receiving means and the 40

transmitter means, wherein the control processor

means includes memory means programmed with a

control program, the control processor means being op-

erable according to the control program to configure the

transmitter means to transmit on a channel selected on ^5

the basis of the quality of the signals received by the

receiving means.

Preferably, the control program is such that the con-

trol processor means compares the quality of the signals

received in a plurality of TDMA slots and controls the so

transmitter means to transmit in a slot selected on the

basis of quality of said received signals.

Preferably, the control program Is such that the re-

ceiver means is retuned between two TDMA slots.

Preferably, the means for analysing received sig- 55

nals includes signal processing means for determining

a bit error rate for a received signal and generating a

corresponding bit error rate signal as said quality signal.

Preferably, the tranceiver means comprises a mo-
bile telephone.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be
described, by way of example, with reference to the ac-

companying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows the main elements of a satellite-

based mobile telephone system according to the

present invention;

Figure 2 Illustrates the allocation of channels to the

satellites shown in Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the mobile telephone

of Figure 1;

Figure 4 is a timing chart illustrating the operation

of the mobile telephone of Figure 3; and

Figure 5 Is a block diagram of the satellite access

node of Figure 1

.

Referring to Figure 1 , a satellite access node (SAN)

1 is connected to other SANs and administrative centres

by a high-speed terrestrial data network 2. Two satellites

3, 4 carry transponders so that the SAN 1 can commu-
nicate with a mobile telephone (UT) 5. The satellites 3,

4 are members of a constellation of similar satellites in

non-geostationary orbits. The SAN 1 is further connect-

ed to a gateway (GW) 6 to the terrestrial public commu-
nications networks, e.g. the public switched telephone

network (PSDN) and the integrated services digital net-

work (ISDN).

The present invention Is concerned primarily with

the SAN to UT link. Therefore, the architecture of the

rest of the satellite telephone system will not be de-

scribed further. However, further information can be ob-*

tained from "Satellite Communications Systems", 2nd
Ed.. Maral, G. and Bousquet, M., Wiley 1993 (ISBN 471

93032 6).

The SAN 1 to satellite 3, 4 uplinks are located in a

band in the region of 5GHz and the corresponding

downlinks are in a band in the region of 7GHz. The sat-

ellite 3, 4 to UT 5 downlinks are located in a band In the

region of 2.1GHz and the corresponding uplinks are in

a band In the region of 1 .9GHz.

Each satellite 3, 4 has a plurality of redirectable an-

tennas. The antennas are controlled such that the foot-

print of each will remain fixed on a particular geograph-

ical area or "eel!" as the satellite passes from horizon to

horizon. Each "cell" is covered simultaneously by both

satellites 3, 4. As a satellite 3. 4 approaches the horizon,

its antennas are redirected to provide coverage of an

adjacent region while another satellite takes over the re-

gion being left. Each antenna is allocated different fre-

quencies to those allocated to antennas covering neigh-

bouring areas. Although only a relatively small number
of frequencies are used by each antenna, the number
of channels is increased by use of a TDMA scheme as

illustrated in Figure 2.

Referring to Figure 2, the link from the SAN 1, via

the first satellite 3, to UTs is provided by three sub-bands

IS
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^12 b,3. The corresponding UT-to-SAN link is pro-

v»flod by Ihree sub-bands b2v ^22* ^23- Each TDMA
tt^mc IS divided into four time slots , {2, t^, U which are

used by respective channels. For a given channel the

SAN lo-UT link uses one time slot, e.g. t^ in one of bands

^11 ^12 b,3, and another time slot, e.g. t3 in one of

bands b?,. b22. bga, Is used for the UT-to-SAN link. It is

prclcf rod that the UT-to-SAN andSAN-to-UT links, used
by one channel, do not use the same time slot.

Communication between UTs and the second sat-

ci lie 4 IS similarly arranged using sub-bands b'^^. b'^g,

bVjrtfxJ bgv b'22, b'23.

•Sub-band" herein refers to the sub-bands in both

the SAN ic-satellite link bands and the satellite-to-UT

t-Kh SAN-to-UT and UT-to-SAN link combination

01 the fir St SHicihie 3 is paired with a SAN-to-UT and UT-
10 SAN irtk comDination of the second satellite 4. In

oisbiishmq ihcse pairs, it is preferred that no time slot

lb usoO stnutianeously for two SAN-to-UT links. For ex-

arnpkr ncccptable link pair would comprise b^^"^!'

^:r*> ^'i:'h b'22*U- ^stoh such link pair is used by
a diftcicfii channel For transmissions to the UT 5, the

Stjmc miof rrvition is transmitted In both SAN-to-UT links

and lof u.inGmiGsions from the UT 5, one of the corre-

spondin;^ UT-io SAN links is selected.

Corvnjncalton between the SAN 1 and the UT 5
will now bo described using, by way of example, the link

pair compfKing b,,-t^, ^zvh' ^\2'h ^*22'U
Dur ng set up of a call between the UT 5 and another

subscriber via the SAN 1, during handover between
cells and during handover between satellites, the satel-

lite nctvwork control system allocates a channel, i.e. the

link pair to be used between the SAN 1 and the UT 5.

The other subscriber may be the user of another UT, the

user of a lolophone connected to the PSTN, the user of

a terreslrial cellular telephone etc.

Dunng communication from the other subscriber to

the UT 5. the SAN 1 transmits the infomnation signals,

generated by the other subscriber, in b-j^-t^ and b'-,2-t2.

The UT 5 listens for both transmissions and determines

which provides the best quality link from the SAN 1 . If

the UT 5 determines that the transmission in bi^-t-, is

the better, the inlormation signal generated by the UPs
user is transmuted only in b'-,2-t2. However, if the con-

verse is the case, the UT 5 transmits only in b*22-t4. The
SAN 1 listens for transmissions in both b\2-h *^*22'

t4, determines which slot contains a user-generated in-

formation signal and outputs the user-generated infor-

mation signal for transmission to the other subscriber.

The structure and operation of the UT 5 will now be
described.

Referring to Figure 3, the UT 5 comprises a control-

ler 51 , a digital frequency synthesizer 52, an RF/IF mod-
ule 53 including front end, IF, modulator and RF power
amplifier circuitry, a digital signal processing (DSP)
module 54, an audio module 55, a user interface module
56 including a display and a keypad, an antenna 57, a

microphone 58 and a loudspeaker 59. The operation of

the UT 5 is controlled by the controller 51 in dependence
on a program stored therein, user commands input my
means of the user interface module 56 and control sig-

5 nals received from the SAN 1 in a control channel.

The frequency synthesizer 52 is linked to the con-

troller 51 and receives frequency setting commands
therefrom. The frequency synthesizer 52 responds to

these commands by outputting a sinewave signal to the

10 RF/IF module 53. This sinewave signal is used either to

provide a carrier for transmission ora local oscillator sig-

nal for reception.

Signals received by the receiver module 53 are de-

modulated and output to the DSP module 54. The DSP
'5 module 54 performs decoding and time expansion of the

received signal and, if the signal is an information signal,

applies the decoded signal to the audio module 55 which
amplifies it and applies it to the loudspeaker 59. The
DSP module 54 also outputs a bit error rate (BER) value

for the currently received signal to the controller 51

.

Speech signals sensed by the microphone 58 are

amplified by the audio module 55 and applied tothe DSP
module 54. The DSP module 54 time compresses and
error-correction encodes the speech signal. The result-

ant signal is applied to the RF/IF module 53 where it is

used to modulate the carrier from the frequency synthe-

sizer 52.

Referring to Figure 4, time is shown by the vertical

axis and the various processes carried out by the DSP
module 54 and the controller 51 are distributed along

the horizontal axis.

Process 1 is performed by the DSP module 54 and
comprises digitizing speech sensed by the microphone

58 and storing the resultant digital data. This process

last for the duratbn of one TDMA frame and is repeated

for each TDI\^A frame.

Process 2 is also performed by the DSP module 54
and comprises coding the digitized speech, produced in

the preceding frame, and storing the resultant signal.

The coding enables one frame's worth of speech to be
transmitted in one slot and also adds error correction,

for example Viterbi coding.

In process 3, the controller 51 outputs frequency

control data to the frequency sythesizer 52 so that the

RF/IF module 53 tunes to the frequencies of the two
slots used by the channel/link pair allocated to the UT
5. The DSP nrxKlule 54 receives demodulated digital sig-

nals, received by the RF/IF module 53. The incoming

signals are enor-correction coded and the DSP module
54 decodes the incoming signals to produce time-com-

pressed, error-corrected audio data signals and a value

for the BER of the incoming signals. The BER values

are sent to the controller 51

.

Process 4 is perfonmed by the controller 51 and
comprises delemiining the lower of the two BER values.

In process 5, the controller 51 instructs the DSP
nrKKiule 54 to expand the compressed audb data, re-

ceived in the preceding frame and to which the lower
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BER relates. The DSP module 54 converts the digital

audio signal to an analogue signal and applies it to the

audio module 55 for output to the loudspeaker 59.

In process 6, the controller 51 instructs the DSP
module 54 to output coded speech signals to the RF/IF

module 53 for transmission to the SAN 1 . The coded

speech is transmitted in the band/slot combination

paired with that producing the lower BER in the preced-

ing frame. The controller 51 also applies the appropriate

frequency control data to the frequency synthesizer 52.

The SAN 1 will now be described in more detail.

Referring to Figure 5, the SAN 1 comprises a net-

work interface 11 providing an interface to the high-

speed terrestrial network 2, a modulator/power amplifier

system 1 3, first and second feed units 1 4, 1 5, a demul-

tiplexer 17. a signal processing unit 18, a controller 19

and first and second dish antennas 20, 21

.

The interface 11 receives Information signals from

the high-speed terrestrial network 2 and reformats them
from transmission to UTs. The information signals be-

long to different calls being routed through the SAN 1.

The interface 11 combines the data of four calls into a

single data stream for modulating a transmitter Howev-

er, the data of each call is included in two of the data

streams. Each of lines 22, from the interface 11 to the

modulator/power amplifier system 13, carries one of

these data streams. The modulator/power amplifier sys-

tem 13 comprises a carrier generator and a modulator

for each of the sub-bands b^^. b^g ^^^3^ ^^2* ^'i3-

The modulator outputs are amplified and supplied to the

feed units 14, 15, the signals in sub-bands b-,i, b^g. b^a

going to the first feed unit 14 and the signals in sub-

bands b'li, b'i2.'b'i3 going to the second feed unit 15.

The feed units 14, 15 each include power combiners for

combining the signals from the modulator/power ampli-

lier system 12 and a circulator for isolating the demulti-

plexer 17 from the combined signal and directing the

combined signal to the respective antenna 20, 21

.

The timing of the TDf^A bursts generated by the the

modulator/power amplifier system 12 is controlled by

the controller 1 9. The bursts must be timed so that they

reach the intended UT 5 in the correct positions within

the TDfy/IA frame, regardless of the route taken, i.e. via

the first satellite 3 or the second satellite 4.

The signals radiated from the first antenna 20 are

relayed to the UT 5 by the first satellite 3 and the signals

radiated from the second antenna 21 are relayed to the

UT 5 by the second satellite 4.

The UT 5 transmits back to the SAN 1 via only one
of the satellites 3, 4. However, the SAN 1 does not know
which route will be used in advance.

The signals received by both antennas 20, 21 are

routed by the circulators in the feed units 14, 15 to the

demultiplexer 17. The demultiplexer 17 comprises a plu-

rality of receivers tuned repectively to sub-bands b2i,

b22. ^23. b'21, b'22 ai^ci b'23. Six data streams containing

the data received in respective sub-bands b2i, b22. b23,

b'21, b'22 3"*^ 1^23 3''® output by the receivers.

The demultiplexer outputs are applied to the signal

processing unit 18. The signal processing unit 18 ex-

tracts the data from the slots in the data streams, de-

codes it and produces a BER value for each slot. The
s BER values for the corresponding slots of each link pair

are compared (an empty slot will generate a very large

BER value) and the decoded data from the slots having

the lower BERs are output to the interface 11

.

The interface 11 reformats the data from the signal

10 processing unit 18 into packets from transmission, via

the high-speed terrestrial network and the public net-

work, to the relevant parties.

The restrictions on the bandwidth available for mo-
bile telephone systems mean that a service operator

'5 must carefully balance the competing requirements of

capacity and link quality. Users will become disillusioned

if they find that they cannot make calls at will or if the

speech quality is poor. The ability to make calls at will

is generally more important to users than speech quality.

The purpose of the present invention Is In part to main-

tain speech quality by minimizing lost frames. However,

in the embodiment described above, this is achieved at

the cost of halving the capacity of the mobile telephone

system.

A second embodiment will now be described, in

which diversity Is employed to maintain speech quality

until the user demand reaches a threshold level, where-

upon speech quality is sacrificed in favour of expanding

the capacity of the system.

Referring again to Figures 1 to 5. during periods of

low demand the SAN communicates with UTs as de-

scribed above. However, If the demand increases to a

threshold level, for example when 5% of attempted con-

nections using the link between the SAN 1 and the UT
5 cannot be made because of lack of available channels,

the network control systems issue a command to the

SAN 1 to cause it to switch to a conventional mode of

operation. The SAN 1 passes on this command to each

of the UTs 5 which are registered with it. In the conven-

tional mode of operation, each channel makes use of a

single satellite 3, 4.

In response to this command, the UT 5 ceases to

compare BERs for link pairs and listens to only one

band-s tot, for example b^ 2-t3. The band-slot in which the

UT 5 transmits is determined on the basis of the receive

band-s tot and a channelization scheme, and may be, for

example, b^z'h - ^® ^^^^ satellite, e.g. the first satellite

3, is used for communication both to and from the UT 5.

The SAN 1 of this embodiment Is substantially the

same as that described above with reference to Figure

5. However, its operation is somewhat different.

As in the case of the UT 5, the SAN 1 operates as

in the first embodiment until It receives a command from

the network control systems. In response to this com-

mand, the controller 1 9 Instructs the interface 1 1 to apply

the data for each call to a single time slot in only one of

the data streams.

Under the control of the controller 19, the signal
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processing unit 18 forwards all the received data to the

interface. 11. However, signal processing unit 18 contin-

ues to determined BER values and these are used by
the controller 19 in the allocation of channels to calls.

For Instance, if the BER of a channel Increases beyond s

a threshold, it may be advantageous to switch a partic-

ular call to a channel using the other satellite.

In a further embodiment, the SAN-UT link is

switched between conventional and diversity modes on
the basis of the positions of the satellites 3, 4. The po- io

sitions of the satellites 3, 4 are known to the network

control systems. When one of the satellites 3, 4 drops

towards the horizon, there is an increased likelihood that

TDMA slots will be lost due to noise or obstacles in the

transnnission path. Accordingly, the network control sys- is

terns commands the SAN 1 to use the conventional

mode when the satellites 3, 4 are both substantially

overhead but as one drops close to the horizon, the net-

work control system instructs the SAN 1 to use the di-

versity mode. This instruction may be overriden If the 20

demand for calls through the SAN increases as in the

second embodiment.

Although the present invention has been described

with reference to a satellite mobile telephone system, it

may be applied to other communications systems. For 25

instance, radio coverage of a region may bo provided

by two spaced base stations. In this case, a control cen-

tre would send call data to both base stations for trans-

mission. Then only the base station receiving call data

from the mobile station would send call data to the con- 30

trol centre. In other words, the base station to mobile
links would be equivalent to the satellite-to-UT links and
data network links would substitute for the SAN-to-sat-

ellite links.

The bit error rates, referred to above, are used as 3S

an indicator of link quality. It will be appreciated that oth-

er measures of link quality, e.g. signal-to-noise ratio,

may generally be used instead.

Claims

1. A method of diversity communication comprising

contemporaneously transmitting signals, including

at least a first user-generated informatbn signal, 45

from a first station (1 ) in a plurality of forward chan-
nels, and transmitting a second user-generated in-

formation signal from a second station (5) to the first

station (1 ) in a channel selected from a plurality of

return channels on the basis of the quality of signals so

received in said plurality of forward channels, char-

acterised in that said forward channels are respec-

tively associated with different free-space paths,

and said return channels are respectively associat-

ed with said free-space paths and are monitored ss

contemporaneously at the first station (1 ) for the

second user-generated information signal.

2. A method according to claim 1 , comprising routing

the signals transmitted from the first station (1) via

respective repeaters (3, 4).

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the repeat-

ers are carried by respective satellites (3, 4).

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein the satel-

lites (3, 4) are orbiting in non-geostationary orbits.

5. A method according to claim any preceding claim,

employing a plurality of communications channels,

wherein each communications channel comprises

a first sub-channel, providing a forward channel,

and a second sub-channel following a substantially

reciprocal physical path, providing a corresponding

return channel.

6. A method according to claim 5, comprising trans-

mitting the same user-generated information signal

in the first sub-channel of each communications

channel, determining at the second station (5)

which first sub-channel provides the best quality (ink

from the first station (1 ) and transmitting the second
user-generated information signal from the second
station (5) to the first station (1) using the second
sub-channel corresponding to the first sub-channel

determined to provide the best link from the first sta-

tion (1).

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein each sut)-

channel comprises a slot within each frame of a TD-
MA communications system.

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein the sub-

channels are also frequency multiplexed.

9. A method according to claim 7 or 8, wherein, during

one frame period, the second station (5) monitors

two of said first sub-channels, determines which

sub-channel provides the best link from the first sta-

tion (1 ) and then transmits the second user-gener-

ated information signal in the time slot of the second
sub-channel corresponding to the first sub-channel

determined to provide the best link from the first sta-

tion (1).

10. A base station comprising first receiving means (11

)

for receiving a first user-generated information sig-

nal from a user terminal, transmitter means (1 3, 1 4,

15, 20, 21) for contemporaneously transmitting a
plurality of signals, including the first user-generat-

ed information signal, in a plurality of channels, and
second receiving means (14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21),

characterised in that the transmitter means (13,

14, 15, 20, 21) is configured for transmitting said

plurality of signals via respective free-space paths,

the second receiving means is configured for con-
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temporaneously receiving signals in a plurality of

.. channels via respective ones of said free space

paths, and means (11) is provided for outputting a

return user-generated information signal, derived

from signals received by the second receiving s

means, to said user terminal.

11. A base station according to claim 10, wherein the

transmitting and second receiving means are

adapted for TDMA communication. ''O

12. A base station according to claim 10 or 11 , wherein

the transmitter means is configured for transmitting

said user-generated information signal in each of

said plurality of channels. ^5

13. A communications system comprising a base sta-

tion according to claim 1 0, 1 1 or 1 2 and a transceiv-

er (5) comprising receiver (52, 53) means for receiv-

ing signals in a plurality of channels, means for an- 20

alysing received signals (54) to generate respective

received signal quality signals, transmitter means

(52, 53), and control processor means (51 ) for con-

trolling the receiving means and the transmitter

means, wherein the control processor means (51) 2S

includes memory means programmed with a control

program, the control processor means (51) being

operable according to the control program to con-

figure the transmitter means (52, 53) to transmit on

a channel selected on the basis of the quality of the 30

signals received by the receiving means (52, 53).

1 4. A system according to claim 1 3, where in the control

program is such that the control processor means

(51 ) compares the quality of the signals received in 35

a plurality of TDMA slots and controls the transmit-

ter means (52, 53) to transmit in a slot selected on

the basis of quality of said received signals.

15. A system according to claim 14, wherein the control 40

program is such that the receiver means (52, 53) is

retuned between two TDMA slots.

16. A system according to claim 13, 14 or 15, wherein

the means (54) for analysing received signals in- 45

eludes signal processing means for detemnining a

bit error rate for a received signal and generating a

corresponding bit error rate signal as said quality

signal.

so

17. A system according to any one of claims 13 to 15

wherein the tranceiver means comprises a mobile

telephone.

55
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